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1Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 About This Document

This document is produced by Auridoo Solution to help DuckShot users in understanding the workflow
and to enable DuckShot users to fully utilize and incorporate DuckShot into their daily work routine in 
order to improve productivity at work, saving their time and energy at the same time. This document 
describes and lists all the features that can be found in DuckShot.

1.2 Minimum System Requirement

The minimum system requirements are:

– Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 64bit

– 2.0 GHz processor

– 4 GB of RAM

– 1 GB of free disk space (4.5 GB if system does not have .NET Framework 4.8 installed)

DuckShot requires .NET Framework 4.8 installed on your system. .NET Framework 4.8 is preinstalled 
with Windows 10 May 2019 (version 1903) or later. If your system does not come with .NET 
Framework 4.8, you may install it separately. Or, you can simply run DuckShot setup installation file 
which would automatically download .NET Framework 4.8 from official Microsoft website and install 
on your system.

1.3 DuckShot Design Concept

DuckShot is a productivity software that is designed to minimize time and effort in producing 
documentations, explanation diagrams, presentations, etc. The application is designed to have the 
simplest user interface with least user navigation possible. Everything is done directly on screen 
without any extra editor, and it is so intuitive that you know how it works as soon as you fire it up. We 
build all features into single toolbar, so you are always one click away from what you need. We believe 
simplicity is the key to efficiency. With DuckShot, you can focus on translating your mind into 
graphical presentation, rather than getting distracted looking for buried features in multiple menus with 
multiple hierarchies in an extra image editor. Once you get used to DuckShot, or familiarize yourself 
with some of the keyboard shortcuts, you could literally produce what you need in seconds.

1.4 Install

DuckShot Windows installer package is distributed in executable form which can be downloaded 
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through DuckShot website. If you have other version of DuckShot already installed, it is recommended 
to uninstall first in order to do a fresh installation.

1. Double click DuckShot executable setup file.

2. Press Install button. If you are prompted with User Account Control for consent to install 
DuckShot, press Yes.

3. DuckShot setup window should show up. Press Next to continue.
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4. Read the EULA. If you accept to the terms, check “I accept the terms in the License 
Agreement” and press Next to continue.

5. Change the installation folder if you need to, otherwise press Next to continue.
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6. Press Install to begin installing DuckShot.

7. Press Finish upon successful installation.
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8. Finally, press Close and exit the setup.

   Note   

Silent installation is useful when performing repeated installations on multiple computers. This can be 
done by running the DuckShot installer using command line parameter “/quiet” (without quotes).

1.5 Uninstall

To uninstall DuckShot, enter Control Panel, select Programs and Features. 

1. Select DuckShot from the list of programs and press Uninstall. If you are prompted with User 
Account Control for consent to uninstall DuckShot, press Yes.
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2. Press Uninstall.

3. Press Close after uninstall.

   Note   

Uninstall will keep your saved images and videos, it only removes the program. Also, uninstall DOES 
NOT remove your activation status, which means DuckShot will stay activated if you reinstall 
DuckShot again.
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2 DuckShot Toolbar

All DuckShot features are built into single toolbar. You can call out DuckShot toolbar anytime by 
pressing the Print Screen key, and you can minimize it to taskbar notification area by pressing the 
Escape key.

Each icon hosts a specific feature. Feature will be selected or executed immediately once you press on 
the icon. A marker will show which feature is currently selected. At the same time, all of the related 
settings of the selected feature will pop up on top or below of the toolbar. The content of the popup is 
rearranged automatically so that the most commonly used features are placed nearest to the toolbar 
(where you mouse cursor currently is).

Whenever you resize or reposition snip region, toolbar will automatically reposition itself to keep a 
comfortable access distance between toolbar and the snip region. 

Icons that are related to drawing features will always show the current state of the drawing feature. For 
example, if you see a red rectangle icon. Then you will be drawing a red rectangle object on screen. 
The icon changes dynamically as you modify the drawing settings. On the other hand, if you select any 
drawing object on screen, feature of that particular drawing object will be selected automatically. At the
same time, drawing settings of that particular drawing object will be loaded automatically so you can 
fine tune your settings straight away from its current state. All of your latest settings are preserved 
automatically. 
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All of these minute details in user control may seem trivial but they are designed specifically to create a
truly intuitive user experience, developing a quick, easy, and effortless workflow.

This chapter will describe and go through all of the features one by one.
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2.1 Capture Image of Snip Region

Once you press on this icon, your screen will be cropped and preserved as image based on the size and 
position of the snip region. You can set the rectangular snip region to crop any part of the screen, the 
entire screen, area across multiple screens, or even combinations of all of the screens (see Chapter 3 for
more details). You may resize, rotate, invert colors or make gray-scale before persists the final result as 
an image file, copy it to clipboard or send it to a printer.
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To make an image smaller, you can reduce the resize values in either percentages or pixels. In some 
cases, you may not get the exact percentage values you want. This is because percentage is a floating 
value and its precision is automatically adjusted to make sure we always get a round number in pixels. 
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Likewise, to make an image larger, increase the resize values. If the final image is larger than the 
viewbox, scrollbars will appear and you may drag the scrollbars to inspect the final result.
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The two examples shown above resize image while maintaining the aspect ratio. You may resize the 
image width and height independently by removing the aspect radio lock.
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You may also choose to view the final result in one-to-one scaling or fit it to the viewbox size. When 
the image is fitted to the viewbox, what you see within the viewbox is NOT the final result. The 
viewbox fitting feature is just there for your convenience to view the overall captured image. You 
would need to use one-to-one scaling option to inspect the quality of final result.
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Besides resizing image, you may flip the image horizontally, vertically, or rotate the image clockwise 
and counter clockwise. All image orientations are possible with different combinations of flipping and 
rotations.
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You may also change the image color to gray-scale or invert the color or combinations of both. In some
cases, these options might save your printer ink.

After some image processing, you may choose to copy the final result to clipboard, persists it as an 
image file, or send it to printer.

To copy the final result to clipboard, press on the Copy to Clipboard button, or you may use CTRL + C 
hotkey combinations. 

Upon copy to clipboard, you will see a notification window slides in at taskbar notification area saying 
that your image is ready in the clipboard.
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You can then paste the image to any other applications like email apps, messaging apps, spreadsheets, 
slideshows, other image editors, etc. The availability of paste option depends on other applications and 
is not controlled by DuckShot. For most applications, simply right click and select paste, or use CTRL 
+ V hotkey combinations to paste the image.
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Besides copy to clipboard, another convenient feature is quick save. Quick save will persists the image 
in your disk space using the predefined image format and folder location set according to your 
preferences (see Chapter 2.14.3 for more details).

To quick save, press the Quick Save button, or you may use CTRL + S hotkey combinations.

Upon quick save, you will see a notification window slides in at taskbar notification area saying that 
hyperlink to the image has been generated in clipboard.

You may click on the notification window to open up the folder containing the image. For any file 
saved in disk space, DuckShot will always auto-generate a local hyperlink of that file. Local hyperlinks
are particularly useful to create a well organized spreadsheet, so you do not have to stuff cluttering 
images in your spreadsheet. If you regularly need to generate hyperlink manually, this can really save 
your time and effort.

If you need to save your image using format that you do not commonly use or if you need to store your 
image to a specific location, you may use the Save As button. 
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This feature is exactly same as Quick Save except you have to manually define the image format and 
save location using a save file dialog.

DuckShot supports 6 types of image file formats:

– PNG

– BMP

– JPG/ JPEG

– GIF (single frame) (see Chapter 2.2 for more details on animated GIF)

– TIFF

– WMP

Similar to Quick Save, hyperlink to your save file will be generated automatically.
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If you need to print out a hard copy of your image, or save your image as PDF file, you may use the 
Print button or use CTRL + P hotkey combinations.

A print dialog will show up. You may select a physical printer or a PDF printer, and configure your 
preferences before print out your screenshot. 

Based on the selected paper size and print layout, DuckShot will always center your image within 
single page and provide a safe margin to accommodate most printers.

   Tips   

If you do not need image processing, you may use hotkeys to execute the above mentioned features 
straight away. There is no need to press the Capture Image icon in the first place. For example, by 
pressing CTRL + C, image will be snipped and being copied to clipboard immediately. Similarly, by 
pressing CTRL + S, image will be snipped and quick saved, and hyperlink will be generated instantly.
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2.2 Capture Video or GIF

Once you press on this icon, video related settings will pop up.

DuckShot supports 2 video output formats:

– MKV

– WEBM

DuckShot uses FFmpeg to grab live video and audio sources from your device. DuckShot uses VP8 
video codec along with Vorbis and Opus audio codec, and incorporate video and audio sources into 
Matroska container format (commonly known as MKV). MKV is one of the most popular multimedia 
container formats that is accepted worldwide and is supported by most of the media players. WebM is a
subset of MKV which is supported by most of the modern web browsers. To accommodate most 
common use cases, DuckShot automatically adjusts VP8 encoding parameters based on target 
resolutions.

You can choose to record audio stream from either speaker or microphone or both simultaneously. 
However, you should record both audio sources simultaneously only if necessary. DuckShot will detect
the volume level of the different audio streams and optimize the audio levels accordingly before mix 
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the audio sources. However, the result may not be ideal in some cases since it is dependent on various 
factors, including environment noise level and audio hardware device.

DuckShot supports any video input resolutions. The upper limit is the total of the display resolutions of 
all of your monitors. For your convenience, DuckShot lists down the most commonly used resolutions.

DuckShot captures video based on the size and location of snip region. When you set the source 
resolution, what you did is actually sizing the snip region. Since you can adjust the size and location of 
the region any way you want, that means you can actually capture video of any resolutions from any 
location from your screens. However, usually you will want to keep your video resolution to the 
standards that are commonly used.

Similar to image resize, you can resize your output video to a different resolutions or even change its 
width to height aspect ratio. Sizing down video resolutions will result in a smaller file size, but it comes
with a cost of losing video quality. In some cases this might actually be an ideal case if the target 
resolution, or what you need is actually smaller than what your source resolution is.
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The following shows an example of video that is captured without resizing:
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The following shows an example of video that is resized without maintaining aspect ratio:
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Resizing is particularly useful when it comes to GIF. GIF is normally very large in file size and one of 
the most effective ways to reduce its file size is by resizing. GIF is normally used to show short 
animations over a small area. GIF is very popular among social media networks, and often used as 
emojis, stickers, or memes. In order to make the file size small, normally you will want to keep your 
source resolutions as small as possible, and size down the output resolutions as deemed appropriate.

Another useful feature in video or GIF capturing is delay timer. You can set to an appropriate delay 
value so you can get prepared before the capturing starts. If you want to start the recording 
immediately, you can just turn off the delay timer.

All of the video features are the same as GIF, except GIF does not have audio source settings and GIF 
has a frame delay settings. Settings of video and GIF will switch automatically when you switch the 
output format in between MKV, WEBM and GIF. 
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Delay time between GIF frames is measured in one-hundredths (1/100) of a second. Smaller values 
generally means smoother animations. Most modern browsers support up to 2/100 of a second delay. 
Generally we want to increase the delay in order to reduce the file size, without compromising too 
much in the animation quality. In most cases, 6/100 should be sufficient to produce an animation that is
marginally smooth enough.

DuckShot always create an auto-loop GIF. Although DuckShot does not restrict duration of GIF 
recording but it is recommended to keep GIF duration under 15 seconds. If you need to record your 
screen for a long duration or want to capture a large area on your screen, you might want to consider 
video instead of GIF.

To start recording either video or GIF, press on the REC button. 

Once recording is started, DuckShot icon at the taskbar notification area will flashes in between yellow 
and red to indicate recording in progress. To stop recording, right click on the DuckShot icon and select
Stop Recording, or you may use the SHIFT + Print Screen hotkey combinations to stop recording 
immediately.

   Note   

GIF encoding usually takes much longer time compared to video encoding. You will need to wait for 
previous encoding to finish before you can record next video or GIF.
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2.3 OCR

DuckShot is using Tesseract engine to perform Optical Character Recognition (OCR). Currently, 
DuckShot supports OCR only in English. 

No specific setting is required to perform OCR. Simply snip the target area and press Start OCR button.
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After OCR is done, result will be shown along with the confidence score. Confidence score (range from
0 to 1) is feedback from Tesseract engine to indicate how reliable the output data is. A score of 0.95 and
above is 'usually' correct. Maximum OCR accuracy requires extensive trained data and well defined set
of criteria under very specific conditions. DuckShot is designed to accommodate most common use 
cases therefore it is impossible for DuckShot to achieve high confidence score in all kind of scenarios. 
The reliability of the output result relies heavily on the quality and layout of the texts within the image. 
DuckShot always pre-process the image to improve the image quality before OCR. Nevertheless, it is 
recommended to always inspect your output before you take the result directly as it is.

The following is an example of less accurate output:
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Nevertheless, DuckShot OCR can still save you a lot of time and effort if you need to extract a lot of 
texts from an image. Just be sure to inspect the output result.

You can edit the result directly in its place holder. Press the Copy button to copy the result to clipboard 
so you can paste it somewhere else.

2.4 Undo and Redo

These two buttons are the Undo (left) and Redo (right) buttons. You may use hotkey combinations of 
CTRL + Z for undo operations and CTRL + Y for redo operations. Undo and redo are extremely handy 
features to reverse a mistake or restore any actions that were previously undone. They are particularly 
useful when you are creating and editing drawing objects. The buttons are disabled when there is no 
operation that can be undone or restored.

2.5 Basic Drawing Features

DuckShot has a set of simple yet comprehensive drawing tools built into the toolbar. Some of them 
shares the same functionality, like preset colors, custom colors, color picker, context menu, object 
sizing, positioning and reordering. We will go through these functionalities one by one in this chapter.

2.5.1 Positioning, Sizing and Navigating Through Objects

To draw an object:

1. Press on the icon of the object you want to draw.

2. Mouse over on any empty space on screen.

3. Press down mouse left button.

4. Drag the mouse to any direction to size the object.

5. Release mouse left button to create the object.
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   Note   

Object (except Text and Step Counter) will not be created if the mouse drag distance is lesser than 4 
pixels. For Text and Step Counter objects, they will be created with default size at the point of mouse 
down.

To select an object:

1. Mouse over the object you want to select.

2. Object will be outlined.

3. When multiple objects are staggered together, try to move your mouse until the object you want
to select is outlined.

4. Left mouse button down to select it. Selected object will have resize handles around it.

5. The feature of the selected object will be selected and all of the drawing settings of the selected 
object is loaded automatically. Icon will also changes its appearance dynamically to reflect the 
changes.

6. You can then move, resize or adjust the settings of object straight away from its current state.

   Note   

Any changes you made on the settings will apply directly to the currently selected object. To unselect 
an object, simply click on empty space on your screen.

To select multiple objects:

1. Mouse over the object you want to select.

2. Object will be outlined.
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3. While pressing CTRL key, left click the outlined object.

4. Repeat step 1 – 3 to select as many objects as you want.

5. The purposes of multi selection are:

a. Move multiple objects together.

b. Change drawing settings of multiple objects in one go.

   Note   

You are allowed to select different types of drawing objects at the same time. However, when you 
change the settings of particular type of drawing objects, only objects of that type will change 
accordingly. You cannot resize, duplicate or delete multiple objects in one go. (Step Counter objects 
can be resized concurrently using another approach, more details on Chapter 2.12)

2.5.2 Preset Colors and Color Picker

You can change color of freehand drawing pen, line, shape, text and step counter objects. These 
drawing tools share the same set of 10 preset colors. These preset colors are fixed and cannot be 
changed. On the other hand, there are 10 custom colors available to each of the drawing tool. These 
custom colors are NOT shared among drawing tools and each drawing tool can have its own set of 
custom colors. This is an intentional design because some drawing objects like filled rectangles are 
usually drawn with semi transparent colors (like a highlighter), while lines are normally drawn with 
stronger color tones.
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When a custom color is selected, HSB color control will expand and change its values accordingly. 
HSB stands for Hue-Saturation-Brightness, and it is a human friendly way to describe color. 

Hue ranges from 0 to 360. Hue represents a color of the rainbow in a wheel. 

Saturation ranges from 0 to 1. The higher the saturation, the richer the color is; the lower the saturation,
the more grayish the color is. 

Brightness also ranges from 0 to 1. When brightness is set to 1, color is pure white. When brightness is 
set to 0, color is pure black. 

DuckShot has made HSB settings as user friendly as possible. Back color of HSB sliders are changed 
dynamically as you change any of the HSB value. Finding the color of your need has become an 
intuitive and enjoyable process. Besides HSB, you can change the alpha channel (A) to control color 
transparency. Alpha channel ranges from 50 to 255. Alpha value of 255 is fully opaque while 50 is very
transparent. Duckshot does not allow alpha value below 50 because it is almost invisible and is 
meaningless in most use cases.

   Note   

Any changes made on HSB color control will overwrite currently selected custom color immediately 
and cannot be undone.
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Besides HSB color control, you can grab any color directly from your screen using Color Picker. Upon 
press on the Color Picker, your mouse cursor will change to an up pointing arrow and a magnifier 
window will show up. The Color Picker target is right at the tip of the up pointing arrow. Left click to 
select the color of that pixel on screen, or right click to cancel and close the Color Picker.
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2.5.3 Slider Controls and Value Boxes

DuckShot uses a lot of slider controls. Sliders are excellent for quick selection of relative value within a
range. This encourages a much quicker and easier workflow. However, sliders are not very good when 
user needs to define an exact value. To overcome this, DuckShot binds each slider control with another 
text box to hold the corresponding slider value. Notice that whenever the slider value changes, value in 
the text box changes as well. Same applies the other way round. This means user can define the exact 
value they want in the text box and the slider value will update accordingly as well.

These value boxes are always validated against user input. Whenever user inputs an unexpected value, 
text box will display the relevant error to user.

For example, when user keys in a value that is outside the range of the slider, text box will display the 
range values to user.

If user keys in any character that is not a numeric while the settings was meant to hold only numeric 
value, text box will indicate such error to user.

2.5.4 Context Menu

With context menu, you can reorder the Z index of drawing objects, duplicate or delete drawing object, 
edit text content, center snip region to either mouse cursor or any drawing object. You can bring out the
context menu by right clicking on any drawing object or empty space on your screen. There is no need 
to select drawing object before right clicking on it. You know you are right clicking on the correct 
object when the object is outlined with your mouse hover over it. The availability of the context menu 
functions depends on what object you have right clicked.
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When you right click on a drawing object that is not the front most, Bring to Front button will appear in
the context menu. Pressing Bring to Front button will bring the object to the front most. After the object
is brought to front most, Bring to Front button will disappear from the context menu until other object 
is brought to front most. In other words, Bring to Front button is available on any object that is not the 
front most.

Likewise, when you right click on a drawing object that is not the bottom most, Send to Back button 
will appear in the context menu. Pressing Send to Back button will send the object to the bottom most. 
Send to Back button is available on any object that is not the bottom most.

You can duplicate a drawing object by right clicking on it, select Copy Diagram then select Paste 
Diagram. Drawing object will be pasted at your mouse cursor position. You may use hotkey 
combinations of CTRL + C to copy and CTRL + V to paste the drawing object. You would need to 
select the drawing object before you can use the hotkeys.
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To delete a drawing object, right click on it and select Delete. Or, you can select the drawing object 
then press the Delete key.

There are 3 more text editing features specific for text objects. When text within Text object is 
highlighted, you can use Cut Text or Copy Text button to cut or copy the highlighted text. Or, you can 
use hotkey combinations of CTRL + X to cut or CTRL + C to copy the highlighted text. To paste text 
into Text object, select Paste Text or use hotkey combinations of CTRL + V to insert the text at where 
the cursor is.
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Lastly, you can instantly center the snip region to your cursor or any drawing object by selecting Center
Snip Region in context menu. This is particularly handy when you use multiple displays so you do not 
have to drag move the snip region for a long distance. 

   Note   

Notice that DuckShot may use same hotkey combinations for different features. However, the use cases
will not conflict with each other. In fact, DuckShot purposely use the most common hotkey 
conventions so user does not get confused. For example, to copy stuff to clipboard, the normal hotkey 
conventions is CTRL + C. In DuckShot, when nothing is selected, CTRL + C would mean snip and 
copy image to clipboard. When a drawing object is selected, CTRL + C would mean copy the selected 
drawing object. When text is highlighted, CTRL + C would mean copy the highlighted text. Using the 
same hotkey combinations for different use cases actually improves the intuitiveness of workflow, user 
will not notice the subtle differences as compared to using a lot of different hotkey combinations.

2.6 Freehand Drawing

When you press on this icon, freehand drawing will be enabled. You can draw by pressing down the 
left mouse button, drag the mouse cursor, and release the left mouse button.

The editable properties of a free-hand drawing object are:

– Line Thickness (1 to 8 pixels)

– Color
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The drawn object can be flipped horizontally and/ or vertically by dragging the resize handles. For 
example, the '6' drawn above can become '9' by dragging its bottom right resize handle and drag it 
across to top left corner.

2.7 Eraser

Press on this icon to erase any drawing object on screen. Your mouse cursor will change to a small 
rectangle shape to represent an eraser. You can either click on drawing object to delete it, or mouse 
down and drag across drawing objects to delete multiple objects at once. DuckShot does not support 
erasing part of the drawing object, whole object is deleted when eraser cursor comes in contact with the
object.
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2.8 Blur

Press on this icon to obfuscate any part of your screen using Gaussian blur effect.

The editable property of a blur object is:

– Blur radius (1 to 50 pixels)

The following shows the blur effect of different blur radius setting:

2.9 Line

Press on this icon to draw line objects on screen. You can draw by pressing down the left mouse button,
drag the mouse cursor any direction then release the left mouse button.

To make a curve or multi joint line, select the line object and adjust its anchor points (round handles).
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To straighten a line, select the line and adjust its end position handles (square handles).

The editable properties of a line object are:

– Line thickness (1 to 8 pixels)

– Line tension (0 to 1)

– Dash styles

– Start and end arrows

– Color
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The following shows an example of different line tension effect and dash styles:

2.10 Shape

Press on this icon to draw a shape object. The shape object is a rectangle with adjustable corner radius. 
In other words, this object can transform in between a full oval to a full rectangle and any in between. 
To draw a shape object, press down the left mouse button, drag the mouse cursor in any direction then 
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release the left mouse button.

The editable properties of a shape object are:

– Filled or border with different dash styles

– Corner radius (0 to 1, 0 means full rectangle, 1 means full oval)

– Border thickness (1 to 8 pixels)

– Color

The following shows effects of different corner radius settings:
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2.11 Text

Press on this icon to draw a text object. There are 2 ways to draw a text object:

– Click on empty space on your screen to create a text object with default width and height.

– Press down the left mouse button, drag the mouse cursor in any direction to outline the width 
and height of the text area then release the mouse left button.

Either way, you can still select and resize the text object later.

The editable properties of a text object are:

– Font type

– Transparent or color filled background (auto contrast foreground)

– Text alignment

– Font size (8 to 72 pt)

– Color

Similar to all other drawing tools, text icon dynamically changes as you change the settings of the 
drawing object. One thing special about text icon is that you can actually preview the real font size 
before you start typing, so there is no more trial and error to get the correct font size you need.
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The following shows an example of text objects with different settings:

2.12 Step Counter

Press on this icon to add step counter object. There are 2 ways to add a step counter object:

– Click on empty space on your screen to add a step counter object with default size.

– Press down the left mouse button, drag the mouse cursor in any direction to size the step 
counter object then release the mouse left button. (Step counter object is forced to one-to-one 
width and height aspect ratio, in other words, it is always in perfect circle).

Either way, you can still resize the step counter object later. The first approach is more efficient because
you can resize all step counter objects concurrently using the global radius setting. 

The editable properties of step counter objects are:

– Counter start number (all step counters will increment/ decrement accordingly)

– Global radius which applies to all step counter objects (10 – 100 pixels)

– Color
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When global radius is adjusted, radius of all step counter objects are updated at once. There is no need 
to select them beforehand.

When one or more step counter objects are deleted or erased, the subsequent numbers will decrement 
automatically.
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2.13 Sticker

Press on this icon to put stickers on your screen. To add sticker object, press down mouse left button, 
drag in any direction to size the sticker then release the mouse left button. Original width to height 
aspect ratio of the sticker is always maintained while you are sizing the sticker. DuckShot has prepared 
some preset stickers for common usage. You can add more stickers like your company logo, emoji, etc 
into the sticker library. You can remove your own stickers but preset stickers cannot be removed.

The editable property of a sticker object is:

– Opacity (0.1 to 1)
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Opacity is used to control the transparency of your sticker. It is a handy tool to make watermark on 
your documents.

To add more stickers, click on the Add Sticker button and a open file dialog will show up. You may 
select multiple image files at once. 

Supported image file formats are:

– PNG

– JPG/ JPEG

– BMP

You will see your stickers listed in the sticker library after you have added them. To remove sticker, 
simply select the sticker in the sticker library and press Remove Sticker button.

   Note   

Removing sticker from DuckShot library DOES NOT delete the original image file on your disk.
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2.14 Settings

Press on this icon to access DuckShot application settings. You can find all application settings, 
software information, input your license key, activate and update DuckShot here.
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2.14.1 Product Activation

DuckShot comes with 30 days full featured trial period. Once the trial period has ended, DuckShot 
toolbar will be disabled except Settings icon. You may consider to purchase a license key to continue 
using the software. Click on the Buy button and you will be directed to DuckShot web url to make a 
purchase. You can make one time purchase to get a lifetime license with lifetime software updates for 
FREE. Upon purchase, a 24 characters license key is emailed to you, and you can download the license
key immediately upon successful transaction. 

Once you have the license key, press the Activate button to input your license key. Note that you will 
need internet connection on your device in order to activate your product.

If you are prompted with User Account Control for consent to allow DuckShot to make changes on 
your device, press Yes.

Key in your 24 character license keys and press the Activate button.
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After a few seconds, your product should be activated. 

   Note   

DuckShot license key is hardware bound, which means you can only use one license key on one 
computer. Once a license key is activated, it cannot be uncommitted or used on other computer. The 
same license key can be used to activate the same computer again and again. The license key will still 
work even if you had uninstall and reinstall DuckShot, formatted your hard drives, or upgraded your 
hardware. DuckShot licensing server should be able to recognize your hardware as long as you did not 
completely overhaul your computer hardware. If you face any problem activating your product, please 
contact us through our website.

2.14.2 Software Update

You need to have internet connection on your device before you can update DuckShot. You can update 
the software manually or turn on the option to check for updates automatically. Turn on automatic 
updates does not mean software will be updated automatically. DuckShot will always prompt for 
consent before download and update the software. 
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If you pressed Skip button, software update will be canceled and nothing is downloaded. If automatic 
updates is turned on, DuckShot will check for updates again 2 weeks later.

If you pressed OK, DuckShot will proceed to download the latest version from DuckShot server. 

When you are ready to update, you can either press the Update Now button or you can update and 
restart DuckShot through taskbar icon window. Note that update process will restart DuckShot, make 
sure you save your work before proceed with update.
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If you are prompted with User Account Control for consent to allow DuckShot to make changes on 
your device, press Yes.

After a few seconds, you should see a notification window shows up and inform that DuckShot has 
been updated successfully. Press OK to start DuckShot.

If you press on the Setting icon, you should see the software version has already been updated to the 
latest version.
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2.14.3 Description of Settings

Under the About section, you may find other relevant information like web URL to this guide, 
DuckShot home page, as well as DuckShot EULA and information relevant to third party software 
libraries used by DuckShot.

Under Behaviour section, you can configure to launch DuckShot automatically whenever your 
computer start up. It is recommended to turn this option ON so you do not need to manually launch 
DuckShot on every start up.

You can include or exclude mouse cursor. This option applies to both image and video.

Depending on your habit, or if you find yourself regularly needing to minimize DuckShot to taskbar 
notification area manually, you might want to turn ON the auto minimize features. You can turn ON 
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this feature to auto minimize DuckShot when you copy image to clipboard, or when you quick save 
image, or both.

Besides, you can also control the time duration of notification window stays on screen. 

You can set the quick save folder to store all the quick save image. Press on the button which shows 
your current quick save folder to change to another location. It is recommended to keep the default 
quick save folder as it is. By default, DuckShot is using %USERPROFILE%\Pictures\DuckShot as 
quick save folder. If you need to change the quick save folder, it is recommended to set the location to a
user specific folder. There are 2 benefits of using user specific folder:

1) Only you can access your images. Using common shared folder means your images might mix 
up and shared with other users within the same computer.

2) User specific folder does not require elevated permission to access. DuckShot does not run with
elevated permission by default. Using a quick save path that requires elevated permission 
(Program Files folder, Windows folder, etc.) will cause unauthorized access exception. To 
prevent this exception, you need to manually configure DuckShot to always run as 
administrator, which is unnecessary in the first place.
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DuckShot does not quick save directly in the selected quick save folder. Instead, DuckShot will always 
create sub-folders and auto name the quick save files up to 999 files, and create next sub-folder when 
necessary. Although NTFS (the most widely file system in Windows) supports over 4 billions of files in
a folder, but in reality, enumerating tens of thousands of files could have a noticeable delay even with 
Windows explorer. Performance is much worse if your storage is over a network or USB drives. With 
auto creation of sub-folders and auto naming of the files, DuckShot can save unlimited number of files 
without degrading file system performance.

   Note   

Sub-folder naming conventions: DS<YY-MM-DD> <hhmm> (timestamp based on first image saved in
this folder)

File naming conventions: DS001 – DS999

Besides, you can choose the default image file format to use. Not only quick save, all of the images 
including full screen capture, window capture, and scrolling capture, will be saved using this default 
image file format.
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DuckShot supports the following image file formats:

– PNG

– JPG/ JPEG

– BMP

– TIFF

– GIF (single frame)

– WMP

Depending on your habit, when you make a full screen capture, window capture or scrolling capture, 
you can choose to copy the image to clipboard or quick save them (hyperlink is generated in clipboard 
instead).

Lastly, you can choose your favorite accent color for DuckShot. It is recommended to use a color that 
stands out from the background color that you commonly working with.

2.15 Minimize Toolbar

You can press the Minimize button (Minus button) to minimize DuckShot, or you can press the Escape 
key to do the same. The Close button (X button) does exactly the same thing, except it will clear all 
drawing objects on screen before minimize.

   Note   

Close button does NOT quit DuckShot. To quit DuckShot, you will need to use Exit button of 
DuckShot taskbar icon window. See Chapter 4.6 for more details.
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3 Snip Region Control

Snip region always show or hide along with DuckShot toolbar. Snip region is positioned and sized 
automatically according to its last state. This can be handy if you regularly snip the same area of your 
screen.

To drag move the snip region, mouse left button down at the border of snip region and drag. To fine 
move the region pixel by pixel, use the arrow keys on the keyboard.

To size the snip region, mouse left button down at any resize handle and drag. Dimensions of snip 
region is shown when mouse left button is being held down. To size the region pixel by pixel, use 
SHIFT + arrow keys on the keyboard.

– SHIFT + Left arrow key to decrement width

– SHIFT + Right arrow key to increment width

– SHIFT + Up arrow key to decrement height

– SHIFT + Down arrow key to increment height
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You can snap the snip region to cover the entire screen, or multiple screens using the maximize button.

1) Snip region fully inside display 1. Press maximize button to snap snip region to cover entire 
display 1.

2) Snip region fully inside display 2. Press maximize button to snap snip region to cover entire 
display 2.

3) Snip region intersects with both displays. Press maximize button to span snip region to cover 
entire area of both display 1 and 2.
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When snip region is maximized, Maximize button will switch to Restore button. Press the Restore 
button to restore snip region back to its original state. Once the snip region is restored, Restore button 
will switch back to Maximize button. You can use CTRL + A hotkey combinations to quickly switch 
between maximized and restored snip region.

 

The outer resize handles are used to size the canvas. The final snip region is actually defined by canvas.
On-screen canvas is a handy feature to create empty spaces for annotations around snip region directly 
on your screen.

The output:
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To size the canvas, mouse left button down at any canvas resize handle. Dimensions of canvas is shown
when mouse left button is being held down. 

Canvas is always larger or at least the same size as snip region. When one side of the canvas is very 
close to snip region, that side of canvas will snap itself to follow snip region. A snapped canvas will 
always sized and moved together with snip region. Any canvas side that is not snapped will be 
stationary.

To instantly snap canvas back to snip region, press the Snap button. Snap button will show whenever 
canvas is not fully snapped to snip region.
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3.1 Delay Timer Capture

Delay screenshot is useful to capture images of drop down menus, context menu, or whichever 
operations that requires you to run through before the image is captured. You can find the delay timer 
options in the snip region.

Countdown is started immediately when a delay timer is selected.
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Just like any other snipped images, you can post process the image before copy to clipboard or persist 
as a file.
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4 Taskbar Icon Window

To call out DuckShot taskbar icon window, simply right click on the DuckShot icon at taskbar 
notification area.

4.1 Show DuckShot Toolbar

There are 3 ways to show DuckShot toolbar:

1) Press on Show button of DuckShot taskbar icon window.

2) Press Print Screen key.

3) Left click on DuckShot taskbar icon.
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4.2 Capture Window Image

Hover mouse over the list to preview the window. Left click item in the list to capture the image of the 
selected window. Setting of “Always store screen shots” determines whether image is quick saved or 
copied to clipboard. You can find this setting under Setting icon in DuckShot toolbar. See chapter 
2.14.3 for more details.

4.3 Capture Full Screen

Press Capture full screen button or use CTRL + Print Screen hotkey combinations to capture entire 
screen. If you are using multi monitor displays, any screen with its bounds intersects with snip region 
will be included in full screen capture. See the following examples for better illustrations:

1) Snip region fully inside display 1. Full screen of display 1 is captured.
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2) Snip region fully inside display 2. Full screen of display 2 is captured.

3) Snip region intersects with both displays. Full screen of both display 1 and 2 are captured and 
combined into single image.

Setting of “Always store screen shots” determines whether the full screen image is quick saved or 
copied to clipboard. You can find this setting under Setting icon in DuckShot toolbar. See chapter 
2.14.3 for more details.
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4.4 Scrolling Capture

Scrolling capture is a feature to scroll a scrollable content into view, capture the content piece by piece, 
then stitch the pieces to form single image. Currently, DuckShot supports only vertical scrolling 
capture. 

To perform scrolling capture:

1) Bring the window into view. Scroll the content to where you want to start scrolling.

2) Press Scrolling capture button.

3) DuckShot will scan through all the windows and look for all scrollable contents. This process 
might take fraction of a second to a few seconds depend on the number of windows and 
complexity of the window contents.

4) Hover mouse over the scrollable content you want to capture. Try to target the smallest 
scrollable region, otherwise you might be capturing the bigger parent control which might not 
scroll.

5) Once you have identified the scrolling region, left click to start scrolling capture.

6) Content will be scrolled automatically. Do not to disturb the automation. You may stop the 
scrolling anytime by holding the Escape key until the automation stop by itself.

Setting of “Always store screen shots” decides whether the full screen image is quick saved or copied 
to clipboard. You can find this setting under Setting icon in DuckShot toolbar. See chapter 2.14.3 for 
more details.
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4.5 Quick Folder Access

To access folder of last save image or quick save folder, simply use the quick access buttons as shown 
above to call out the folder in Windows explorer.

4.6 Exit DuckShot

Press the Exit button to quit DuckShot. There are 2 scenarios where Exit is impossible:

1) DuckShot needs to restart to complete software update. You will need to complete the software 
update before you can exit DuckShot.

2) DuckShot is recording video/ GIF. You will need to stop recording before you can exit 
DuckShot. 

   Note   

Even though you can exit DuckShot before video or GIF is finished encoded, but doing do will result in
loss of the video or GIF.
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5. Error Handling

Whenever there is an unhandled error, DuckShot will log the error information and ask for your 
consent to send the error report to DuckShot server. This will requires internet connection on your 
computer. DuckShot only collects information related to error and does not collect any other 
information. This will help future improvement of DuckShot.

You can check “Do not ask again” and press either Don't send or OK button as default action when the 
same error happens again. Operation related to this error will then fail silently on subsequent 
occurrences. 

In some cases, the error can be remedied by restarting DuckShot.
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Appendix A: List of Keyboard Shortcuts and Hotkey 
Combinations

DuckShot may use the same hotkey combinations for different features. However, the use cases will 
not conflict with each other. The following keyboard shortcuts and hotkey combinations are fixed and 
cannot be changed. They are made to adapt with most common usage to encourage intuitive workflow.

– Open web url which links to this user guide.

– Show DuckShot toolbar.

– Capture entire screen or multiple screens.

– Capture current active window.

– Stop recording video or GIF.

– Minimize DuckShot toolbar.

– Stop scrolling capture (long press until scrolling stops).
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– Snip and copy image to clipboard.

– Copy drawing object (when drawing object is selected).

– Copy highlighted text (when text is highlighted).

– Cut highlighted text (when text is highlighted).

– Paste copied drawing object on screen.

– Paste copied text (when cursor is inside textbox).

– Snip and quick save.

– Snip and show print dialog.

– Toggle between maximized and restored snip region.

– Undo changes made in drawing objects.
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– Redo changes made in drawing objects.

– Delete selected drawing object.

– Move snip region pixel by pixel in arrow direction.

– Decrement snip region height pixel by pixel.

– Increment snip region height pixel by pixel.

– Decrement snip region width pixel by pixel.

– Increment snip region width pixel by pixel.
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